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Abstract - The development of new virtualization platforms pushed the 
paradigm of backup systems a bit further then it was. Using virtualiza-
tion online device-based backup can be considered as file-based backup, 
from hypervisor's perspective.The development and implementation of 
Linux script for pre-scheduled device-based backup, at one level, and 
incremental backup of user data on the other level, are proposed in this 
paper. Device-based backup is performed without interruption of user's 
activities. The backup process is illustrated by UML diagram. The 
proposed method is implemented on VMware platform using Linux 
script language. The system and user activities are monitored during the 
process of backup, and the results of the system resources usage are 
given.  

Keywords: Device-based backup, online backup, VMware virtual envi-
ronment. 

 

I. INTRODUCTION 

As stated in [1], near 70% of computer users, at least 
once have experienced a loss of important data. Data loss 
can be prevented by the price of creating backup copies of 
the data, at regular time intervals. The term backup, in 
information technologies, stands for an operation of creat-
ing a spare copy of the data, which can be used for data 
restore in cases of original data loss [2]. There are two 
main objectives when creating a backup copy. The first 
objective is to restore a complete state of all data as it was 
before the data loss. This process is well known as a ''disas-
ter recovery'', where term disaster stands for natural disas-
ters. The other objective is recovery of small number of 
files, mainly lost due to a user mistake [2]. 

There are a lot of techniques for backup copy creation. 
All techniques can be classified into major backup 
schemes: device-based scheme, and file-based scheme [3]. 
While number of device-based backup techniques don't 
allow system usage during backup process, there are tech-
niques that don't interrupt user during device-based 
backup. These techniques are called online backup tech-
niques [3]. User transparent backup is a development chal-
lenge since a beginning of backup software development, 
because of data consistency problem that exists with this 
particular backup technique [4]. 

Virtualization process can be considered as a layer of 
hardware or software resource abstraction, and it is first 
introduced in 1960s in the concept of virtual memory in 
IBM M44/44X computer [5]. Development of virtualiza-
tion systems, which support virtualization of complete 
hardware of personal computers by representing a device 

with files, gives a new level of design freedom for device-
based backups. 

The aim of this paper is to describe development and 
implementation of system capable for pre-scheduled online 
device-based backup, as well as incremental data backup in 
virtual VMware environment [6]. The technique for solv-
ing data consistency problem during online device-based 
backup in virtual VMware environment will be proposed. 
User-transparent backup process will be illustrated by 
UML diagram. Proposed method will be implemented on 
VMware platform using Linux script language [7]. The 
system and user activities will be monitored during the 
process of backup, and the results of the system resources 
usage will be given. Having in mind resources require-
ments of online backup techniques, we will monitor and 
measure device-based backup separately from the file-
based backup in VMware virtual environment, and meas-
ure user activities during both processes. 

 
II. CLASSIFICATION OF EXISTING BACKUP 

TECHNIQUES 

In order to clarify development of pre-scheduled control 
for data backup in virtual environment, we will briefly 
describe basic backup techniques in this section. 

The simplest way to protect a file system against disk 
failures or file corruption is to copy the entire contents of 
the file system to a backup device. The resulting archive is 
called a full backup. If a file system is later lost due to a 
disk failure, it can be reconstructed from the full backup 
onto a replacement disk. Individually lost files can also be 
retrieved. Full backups have two disadvantages: reading 
and writing the entire file system is slow, and storing a 
copy of the file system consumes significant capacity on 
the backup medium [3]. 

Faster and smaller backups can be achieved using an in-
cremental backup scheme, which copies only those files 
that have been created or modified since a previous backup 
[3, 4]. Incremental schemes reduce the size of backups, 
since only a small percentage of files change on a given 
day. 

Physical or device-based backup systems ignore file 
structure when copying disk blocks onto the backup me-
dium. This improves backup performance, since backup 
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software performs fewer costly seek operations. However, 
this approach complicates and slows file restores, since 
files may not be stored contiguously on the backup me-
dium [3]. 

While many backup programs require file system to re-
main quiescent during backup, on-line or active backup 
systems allow users to continue accessing files during 
backup. On-line backup systems offer higher availability, 
but introduce consistency problems. In [4] many of the 
difficulties with on-line backups when using programs like 
UNIX  tar and  dump commands are discussed. The most 
serious problems occur when directories are moved during 
backup, changing the file system hierarchy. Two strategies 
for overcoming these problems with on-line backup are 
locking and detection [3, 4]. 

Data consistency problem can be solved by creating a  
system snapshot in virtual environment [6]. In computer 
systems, a snapshot is a state of a system at particular point 
in time. When a device snapshot is taken in virtual envi-
ronment, the state of the disk remains intact, and all 
changes are recorded in separate, so called  delta file. This 
is a basic idea of online backup technique proposed in the 
paper, as it solves the data consistency problem, and re-
duces the complexity of online device-backup to the level 
of file-based backup. 

 
III. SYSTEM AND SERVICE VIRTUALIZATION 

In its conceived form, virtualization was better known in 
the 1960s as time sharing [8]. This technique would allow 
one programmer to develop a program on his console, 
while another programmer was debugging his, thus avoid-
ing the usual wait for peripherals. Multi-programming, as 
well as several other groundbreaking ideas, begin to drive 
innovation. Two are considered a part of the evolutionary 
lineage of virtualization as we currently know it - the Atlas 
computer with concept of hardware supervisor, and IBM's 
M44/44X, with concept of virtual memory [5]. 

Concept of virtualization nowadays implies hardware re-
sources abstraction, such that abstract hardware can exe-
cute complete operating systems. Physical computer which 
is responsible for virtualization is called  host, while virtual 
systems are called  guest computers, or guest operating 
systems. The  server virtualization term stands for execu-
tion of multiple guest operating systems on single or multi-
ple host system, while guest operating systems are not 
aware of existence of hosts beneath [5, 6]. 

One of the most critical components of a server virtual-
ization platform is the hypervisor. A hypervisor is software 
that allows multiple virtual machines to share access to 
physical processor, memory, disk, and network resources. 
Examples of available hypervisors include VMware Work-
station/Server, Microsoft Virtual PC/Server, and Parallels 
Workstation. Another type of hypervisor is sometimes 
called a bare-metal hypervisor [5]. Examples of bare-metal 
hypervisors include VMware ESX, Microsoft Hyper-V, 
and Citrix XenServer. The implementation of virtualization 

environment in this paper is performed by VMware ESX 
bare-metal hypervisor, which is based on Linux 2.6 kernel. 
System architecture is shown in figure 1. 

 

 
Fig. 1. Architecture of VMware ESX bare-metal virtualization environ-

ment 
 

As ESX hypervisor sees a virtual machine, virtual server 
is a set of files on physical disk, in directory allocated to 
the virtual server. Typical file listing of virtual server direc-
tory is shown in Fig. 2. 

Files that have .vmdk extension represent virtual disks of 
virtual server, .vmsd files hold info about system snapshot,  
nvram is virtual BIOS, vswp virtual memory of virtual 
computer, and vmx is configuration of virtual computer that 
holds all infos about virtual resources available to the guest 
[6]. 

 

 
 

Fig. 2. Typical files that represent virtual computer on ESX hypervisor 
 
 

IV. DEVICE BACKUP IN VIRTUAL ENVIRONMENT 
 

Online device-based backup process complexity can be 
reduced to file-based backup if virtual server is observed 
from ESX's point of view (Fig. 2). 
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Fig. 3. UML diagram of command sequence that controls execution of online device-based backup in VMWare ESX environment: Phase I - snapshot and 
archiving the files; Phase II - copying to remote location; Phase III - incremental backup 

Data consistency problem in this environment can be 
eliminated by creating a snapshot of virtual machine. In 
that way the virtual server can be exploited by users, while 
ESX is creating a backup of snapshotted virtual disks and 
the other resources, except the delta file that records cur-
rent user activities. VMware's ESX offers a Linux script 
language that has a support for virtual machine control [7], 
which makes ESX hypervisor a suitable environment for 
pre-scheduled snapshotting and archiving the snapshotted 
virtual machines. As a commercial virtualization solution, 
VMware offers solution called VMware Consolidate 
Backup. In contrast to proposed technique, VMware Con-
solidate Backup requires existence of dedicated computer 
to control the process [6]. 

The technique proposed in the paper doesn't require 
dedicated computer to control backup process. Instead of 
that, it exploits ESX hypervisor scripting capabilities to 
schedule and control backups. The sequence diagram of 
operations during the backup process is shown in Fig. 3. 
There are several objects involved in backup process: 
Linux Cron process, which schedules execution, ESX 
script, used to control virtual machines, hypervisor, virtual 
machine, which is the object of the backup, and hard disk 
for the remote backup (Fig. 3). 

The backup process is divided into three phases. Pre-
scheduled execution is achieved by using Linux Cron proc-
ess, which executes ESX script in given time intervals (Fig. 
3). The first operation, executed in the first phase, right 
after Cron initiates the backup is done by developed ESX 
script program (Fig. 3). The developed script program 
checks the virtual machine, and if the machine is powered 
on the script invokes ESX procedure to create a machine 
snapshot. Virtual machine control is provided by ESX's 
Linux shell command  vmware-cmd [7]. Hypervisor then 
snapshots the machine by creating a separate delta file in 
virtual machine's directory. From that instance all user 
activities are written in the delta file, so original disk state 
remains intact. This enables user transparency of the pro-
posed technique for online device-based backup. 

Next action done by the developed script is packing of 
all relevant files into Linux  tar archive, and compressing 
the archive by Linux gzip. After the compressed archive is 
created, the snapshot is removed, and buffered user actions 
are applied into the virtual machine, which ends the first 
backup phase (Fig. 3). The second phase is devoted to 
storing the compressed backup archive that holds a snap-
shot of the virtual machine to a remote disk (Fig. 3). 

As creating a full backup copy of a device is resource 
consuming operation, from both CPU/memory perspective 
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and network perspective frequent full backup isn't recom-
mended. This is the reason for involving the third phase in 
the sequence diagram in Fig. 3. The third phase stands for 
incremental backup of small number of files that have been 
changed between two full backups. 

 
V. SYSTEM IMPLEMENTATION 

 

The proposed system is implemented on three IBM 
x3550 servers, equipped by IBM DS3000 DataStorage, 
which stores virtual servers. The system's architecture is 
shown in Fig. 1. System is equipped with additional net-
work disk, on remote location, which is used for storing 
archived snapshots of virtual machines. 

The developed ESX script program, which implements 
the sequence diagram from Fig. 3 is scheduled by Linux 
Cron, and executed by ESX hypervisor on the servers. The 
archive copying from phase II (Fig. 3) is implemented 
through dedicated SSH tunnel between the hosts [5]. Full 
device-based backup is initiated once in three days, while 
incremental backup is performed twice per day. 

Resources usage of both ESX server and virtual ma-
chine, which is backed-up, are given in Fig. 4. Fig. 4a, b 
and c show usage of ESX's CPU, disk and network re-
sources, while Fig. 4d, e and f stand for the virtual ma-
chine. The virtual machine shown in the figure is used, 
among the others, for laboratory exercises of Algorithms 
and programming course at Faculty of Electronic Engineer-
ing, University of Nis, Serbia, and in the moment when 
resources usage from Fig. 4 is recorded there were more 
than 60 users logged into the course system. 

In Fig. 4 it can be seen that in the Phase I there is high 
processor and disk resources usage of ESX server, while in 
the Phase II the network activity is higher then average. In 
Fig. 4d it can be seen that there is user activity during the 
Phases I and II. The third phase in Fig. 4 reflects activities 
during incremental backup, and shows increased virtual 
disk usage, due to the search of changed files for incre-
mental backup. The network activity in this phase is lower 
than network activity of the users. 

Regardless of lack of requirement for dedicated com-
puter, usage of the technique proposed in this paper is 
justified in the cases when ESX server has enough re-
sources to perform a backup during a regular system load. 

 
 

VI CONCLUDING REMARKS 
 

The method for pre-scheduled online device-based 
backup in virtual environment is proposed in this paper. 
The proposed backup technique doesn't interrupt the regu-
lar user activities. Due to higher resource usage during full 
device-based backup, the technique offers more frequent 
incremental backups. The proposed method is implemented 
on VMware platform. The implementation of proposed 

backup technique is embedded into the script program, and 
can be easily deployed to existing virtual environment. The 
price paid for the backup is increased ESX server resources 
usage. The backup technique is illustrated by UML dia-
gram. The system and user activities are monitored during 
the backup, and the results of the system resources usage 
are presented. 

 

 
 

Fig. 4. System's resource usage during the backup: a), b) and c) - CPU, 
disk, and ESX server's network, d), e) and f) - CPU, disk, and virtual 

machine's network 
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